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Abstract: In the usual treatment of the RS-integral fda, a is taken as a 

monotonically increasing function. Here, instead, we take a monotonically decreasing 

a, and study the consequence. We observe that, with slight adjustments in the 
definitions and proofs, most of the results obtained in the earlier approach, can be 

derived here also. 

1.Introduction 

Malik |1] and Rudin [2] discuss the RS-integral , (x)da(x) or da, 

as a generalization of the Riemann integral ), f(x)dx. But throughout their 

discussion, they regard a as a monotonically increasing funetion on [a,b]. 
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Here we take a as a monotonically decreasing function and stud consequence. We observe that most of the results obtained in the earls approach can be derived by making slight adjustments in the definitions and 
proofs. 

Throughout this paper, [a,b] is a bounded interval; f is a bounded function on [a,b]; a is a bounded monotonically decreasing function on [a.b]; and denotes J unless otherwise specified. Also, Ax, denotes both the sub-interval [xi-1, xi] and its length xi -Xi.1. 

2.Basic Concepts 

2.1. Definition. Let P(a = 

Xo, X1, X2, ......, Xn = b) be a partition of [a,b] 
and Aa = a(xi1)-a(xi), for every i = 1,2,..n. We define the upper and lower RS - sums respectively by 

n 

n UP.f.a) = M, Aa; L{P, f, a) = 

m; Aai where M, = 

sup {f(x): x ¬ Axi} and mi= inf {f(x) : x e Axi}. Let M and m 
denote the supremum and infimum respectively of f(x) in [a,b]. Then, we have, 

mla(a) - a(b)] S L(P, f, a) sUP, f, a) S M[a(a)- a(b)]. Now, we define the upper and lower RS-integrals respectively oft v.r.t. a on [a,b] by 

fda inf U(P, f, a); J. fda = 

sup L(P, f, a). 
These two integrals may or may not be equal. If they are equal, then their common value is called the RS-integral of f w.r.t. a on [a,b/; and is denoted by fda or Jfda or Sf(xJda(x). In this case, we say thatts RS-integrable w.r.t. a on la,b}. In symbols, we write te Ra la,b|. 
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Note. In the usual approach, Aa, is taken as a(xi) - a(Xi-1). Here we have 

taken Aa; = a(X\-1) a(xi). This is necessary to retain the non-negative 

nature of Aaj. 

We recall that a partition P* of [a,b] is said to be a refinement of P 

if P*P. The following results, which are proved in [1] for monotonically 

increasing a, hold for monotonically decreasing a also. The proofs follow 

similar steps, and hence are omitted. 

2.2. Proposition. If P* is a refinement of P, then 

L(PJ.a) sLP"f.a) s UP*S.a) Su(Pf.a) 0 

2.3. Proposition. For any hwo partitions P; and Pz of fa.b), 
LPisa) SLP:f. a)D 

Corollary. For any bounded functionf. J.Jda s/ faa D 

2.4. Theorem. fe Rala,b] if for any c> 0,3a partition P of fa.b] such that 

UPS.a)-L(Pf.a)< e D 

2.5. Theorem. (i) 1ffi. fa e Rala.b], thenfi +f e Ra[a,b]and I (fi+ fyda 
- /fida +/f Also frfa E Rafa.b] 

(ii) f fe Ra[a, b] and c is a constant, then ef e Rala, b] and (¢f)da = 

c/ fda 
(iii) f fif e Ra la,b] and fi(x) Sfx). *e la,b]. then Jfida slfda 

Iffe Ra la.b] and a <e< b then fe Ra [a,.c) andf e Ra [c.b]. 
Further, fda = ,fda + fda 

ffe Rala.b]. then |f| E Rdab} and | fda sS lda 
vi) ffe Rala,b}. thenf' e Ra[a.b} D 

(iv) 

3. Some More Theorems 

In this section, we present two major theorems which are similar to 

those in the case of monotonically increasing a . But , here the proofs 
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require slight modifications , here and there. We use u(P) to denote tho 

length of the biggest subinterval in a partition P. 

3.1. Definition|1]. Let P(a = xo, X1,x2,.Xb) be a partition of [a,bl and 

e Ax, i = 1,2,3,..n). Then the RS-sum off corresponding to the 

partition P w.r.t a is defined as 

S(P.f.a) , ft) Ax, 

3.2. Remark. For any partition P of [a,b], 
L(P.f.a) s S( P,f.a) sU(P,f.a) 0 

3.3. Theorem. If l im S(P.f, a) exists, thenfe Rda.b]; and 
u(P) 0 

jda=mS(PJ.a) (P) 0 

Proof. Let lim SP,f.a) = A.Then for each e> 0, 38>0 such that for 
(P) >0 

every partition P with u(P) <ô and for any t; e Axi, 

S(P,f.a)- Al< e/2 
: A-e/2 < S(P,f,a) < A + e/2 .. 

Now, allowing t; to vary over Ax; and assume those values corresponding to 
the infimum and supremum values of f(x) in Axi , we get 

A - E/2 < LP,fa) UUP,f.a) < A+e/2 
UP,f.a) - L(P,f.a) <s 

Hence, by theorem 2.4, feRa[a,b]. This proves the first part of the theorem.Now by remark 3.2, we have, 

L(P,f.a) s s(P,f.a)s UP.£.a) 
Taking limit as u(P)>0, we get 

S. fdx s A s fda 
Since f e R. Ja,b] , this gives 
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fda A Ifda 

fda A lim S(P,f.a) 
(P)>0 

This complets the proof. 
The following example shows that the converse of the first part of the above 

theorem does not hold. 

3.4. Example. Let fand a be function defined on [-1,1] by 

1, if x <0 

f(x) 
0, if x 20 

1 if x0 

a(x) 0. 
0, if x >0 

Then f is bounded and a is monotonically decreasing. It is easy to verify 

that f e Ral-1,1] butim S(P,f.a) does not exist. D 
(P) >0 

3.5. Theorem. 1ff is continuous on [a, b] , 
then f e Rala,b]. Further, 

corresponding to any 6 > 0, 18 >0 such that for any partition P with u(P) 

<ð and for any t, E dx 
| S(PS.a) - fda| < 

Proof. Let s> 0 be arbitrary. Choose n> 0 such that 

(1) nl a(a) - a(b)] < 

Since fis continuous on [a,b] , 
it is uniformly continuous on [a,b]; and 

hence corresponding to the above n > 0,38>0 such that 

(2) ft1) - f(t2) |< n, whenever t1,t2 e Ax; and ti -t2l <ô 

Let P (a = Xo, X]s.......Xn 
= b) be any partition of [a,b] with w(P) <8. It 

follows from (2) that 
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Mi-mi S n, Vi = 1,2,.....n. 

n 

(M m) Aa, s n2Aa, s nla(a)- a(b) ] 

UP.f.a) L(P.£.a) < e, by (1) 
feRala,b], by theorem 2.4. 

This proves the first part of the theorem. 

Now, S(P.f.a) and fda lie between L(P.f.a) and U(P.f.a) and 
hence by(2), we get 

S(P.f.a) -L{P,f.a)I <e 
This complets the proof. 
3.6. Remark. Most of the theorems proved in [1] and [2] in the case of monotonically increasing a , hold in the case of monotonically decreasing a also; and can be proved with slight adjustments in the proofs in the former 
case. 
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